TRAFFIC AND PARKING REGULATIONS EFFECTIVE AUGUST 15, 2015

1. General Information

a. A permit is required for each vehicle to park on Texas State University property. The Texas State Police provide parking permits to the extent the funds are available in the University’s budget. Parking permit fees are used to determine the level of parking services provided.

b. Parking permits are available for purchase at the Parking Services office located in the School of Public Administration, 100 Colorado Building, 512-245-5555. For information about permits, visit the Parking Services website (www.parking.txstate.edu).

2. Eligibility

a. On-campus residents, faculty and staff may purchase only one vehicle permit.

b. Commuter/Perimeter permit are available to: 1) all Texas State University students who are not based on campus. 2) On-campus residents who drive a vehicle to campus other than the one(s) already registered at PS. This permit is not to be requested or used on behalf of a non-registered vehicle. 3) Non-registered vehicles may be parked in designated locations such as the delivery of food, flowers, newspapers, etc. may park in locations designated for delivery vehicles.

3. Types of Permits

a. Restricted Faculty/Staff Permits (Red) - are only available to: 1) all Texas State University faculty, and who are not on the Austin campus. 2) Texas State University staff, and who are not on the Austin campus. 3) Texas State University students, who hold a valid student identification and who are enrolled in a full-time program. 4) Faculty of the college of Health and Human Services, who are not on the Austin campus.

b. Resident Red/Restricted Parking Permit - is available in designated red areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for residents are marked with red curbs, red lines, or red signs.

4. Annual Faculty/Staff Permit (R) - is available in designated red areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for residents are marked with red curbs, red lines, or red signs.

5. Commuter/Perimeter Permit (Purple) - is available in designated purple areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for commuters are marked with purple curbs, purple lines, or purple signs.

6. Commuter/Perimeter Permit (Blue) - is available in designated blue areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for commuters are marked with blue curbs, blue lines, or blue signs.

7. Reserved Permits - are available in designated reserved areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for reserved parking are marked with reserved curbs, reserved lines, or reserved signs.

8. Department Departmental Permit (D) - is available in designated departments areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for departmental parking are marked with departmental curbs, departmental lines, or departmental signs.

9. Department Departmental Permit (D) - is available in designated departments areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for departmental parking are marked with departmental curbs, departmental lines, or departmental signs.

10. Pay-and-Display Permits

a. On-campus residents, faculty and staff may park in pay-and-display lots at designated locations on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for pay-and-display parking are marked with pay-and-display curbs, pay-and-display lines, or pay-and-display signs.

b. Commuter/Perimeter Permit (Purple) - is available in designated purple areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for commuters are marked with purple curbs, purple lines, or purple signs.

11. Fee Waivers

a. Fee waivers are available to: 1) all Texas State University students who are not based on campus. 2) On-campus residents who drive a vehicle to campus other than the one(s) already registered at PS. This permit is not to be requested or used on behalf of a non-registered vehicle. 3) Non-registered vehicles may be parked in designated locations such as the delivery of food, flowers, newspapers, etc. may park in locations designated for delivery vehicles.

12. Appeals Process

a. Appeals are available to: 1) all Texas State University students who are not based on campus. 2) On-campus residents who drive a vehicle to campus other than the one(s) already registered at PS. This permit is not to be requested or used on behalf of a non-registered vehicle. 3) Non-registered vehicles may be parked in designated locations such as the delivery of food, flowers, newspapers, etc. may park in locations designated for delivery vehicles.

13. Traffic and Parking Services

a. Traffic and Parking Services, 100 Colorado Building, 512-245-5555. For information about permits, visit the Parking Services website (www.parking.txstate.edu).

14. Zone Designations

a. Rowing Zones

b. Pay-and-Display Zones

15. Payment Options

a. Payment options are available to: 1) all Texas State University students who are not based on campus. 2) On-campus residents who drive a vehicle to campus other than the one(s) already registered at PS. This permit is not to be requested or used on behalf of a non-registered vehicle. 3) Non-registered vehicles may be parked in designated locations such as the delivery of food, flowers, newspapers, etc. may park in locations designated for delivery vehicles.

16. Parking Services

a. Parking Services, 100 Colorado Building, 512-245-5555. For information about permits, visit the Parking Services website (www.parking.txstate.edu).

17. Contact Information

a. Parking Services, 100 Colorado Building, 512-245-5555. For information about permits, visit the Parking Services website (www.parking.txstate.edu).

18. Visitor Parking

a. Visitor Parking is available in designated visitor areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for visitors are marked with visitor curbs, visitor lines, or visitor signs.

19. Bicycles

a. Bicycles are available to: 1) all Texas State University students who are not based on campus. 2) On-campus residents who drive a vehicle to campus other than the one(s) already registered at PS. This permit is not to be requested or used on behalf of a non-registered vehicle. 3) Non-registered vehicles may be parked in designated locations such as the delivery of food, flowers, newspapers, etc. may park in locations designated for delivery vehicles.

20. Parking Map

a. Parking Map is available in designated parking areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for parking are marked with parking curbs, parking lines, or parking signs.

21. Transportation Services

a. Transportation Services, 100 Colorado Building, 512-245-5555. For information about permits, visit the Parking Services website (www.parking.txstate.edu).

22. Parking Regulations

a. Parking Regulations is available in designated parking areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for parking are marked with parking curbs, parking lines, or parking signs.

23. Mentions

a. Mentions is available in designated parking areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for parking are marked with parking curbs, parking lines, or parking signs.

24. References

a. References is available in designated parking areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for parking are marked with parking curbs, parking lines, or parking signs.

25. Appendices

a. Appendices is available in designated parking areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for parking are marked with parking curbs, parking lines, or parking signs.

26. Legal

a. Legal is available in designated parking areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for parking are marked with parking curbs, parking lines, or parking signs.

27. Form

a. Form is available in designated parking areas on central campus. Specific parking permit fees, but must always register their vehicle with Parking Services and obtain and properly display a Texas State permit. Specific parking areas designated for parking are marked with parking curbs, parking lines, or parking signs.